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Notes:

• Due to the lack of skimboard and even surfboard shaping books, I have had to look elsewhere for books on disciplines that overlap with my topic. I was actually quite surprised to find this book very helpful in the aspects of tools, fiberglass, safety, and even in what I will be doing: wall foam.

• Some of the illustrations and designs are actually useful as I brainstorm my own for the board—all things moving through

• Some of the concepts for kayaks are the same for skimboarding. IE—rocker. On kayak, more rocker = more maneuverability at the cost of stability, same on SB

• This book is what gave me the idea of using Sketchup to complete my designs... or at least try to

• Give not just a list of useful tools, but descriptions, where to get them, and how to use them. Covers the basics of gluing well.

• Talks about fiberglass

• Good points on resin + hardeners

• The points about how to finish off kayaks are applicable to skimboarding, making a SB